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The	Chances	of	Making	It
Hockey News reported approximately 15,000 to 20,000 young 
players receive a concussion each season and that 5% of those are 
forced out of the game which brings the total to about 1,000 players
leaving the game each year.

Statistics show 0.1 percent will play in the NHL and is estimated 
that an additional 4% will play in some other kind of professional 
league.  That is 5 out of every 1000.  

Players should not have to fear of being injured for something that 
could affect their health in the future.



Survey	Says

Specialists from Canada and United States conducted a study 
with 45 male and female CIS hockey players over a season. The 
results show that a history of concussions may result in 
alterations of the brain’s white matter that would affect how the 
brain learns and functions by transmitting signals from one part 
of the brain to the other.



Shared	Respect
We share a responsibility to create a safe environment to ensure 
players can play in the future and not have to leave the game.  

For young hockey players, if they receive three concussions, this 
probably means he/she should leave the game.

Research reveals that multiple exposures to concussions can 
have devastating long term effects on an individual’s health and 
young players have no special ability to absorb or recover from 
blows to the head due to their age.



Teamwork

Officials, players, and coaches all have to work together for 
the safety of the players.

Coaches must teach their players how to check without 
bringing up their gloves, elbows, and sticks.

Officials must set a strong standard and make the call.



Rule	6.5	– Head	Contact
In Minor and Female, a Minor Penalty shall be assessed to 
any player who accidentally contacts an opponent in the 
head, face or neck with his stick or any part of the player’s 
body or equipment.

In Minor and Female, a Double Minor Penalty or a Major and 
a Game Misconduct Penalty, at the discretion of the Referee 
and based on the degree of violence of impact shall be 
assessed to any player who intentionally contacts an 
opponent in the head, face or neck with her stick or any part 
of the player’s body or equipment.



Rule	6.5	– Head	Contact
A Major and a Game Misconduct penalty, or a Match penalty 
shall be assessed any player who injures an opponent under 
this Rule.

A Match penalty shall be assessed any player who 
deliberately attempts to injure or deliberately injures an 
opponent under this Rule.

Note: All contact above the shoulders (neck, face and head) is 
to be called Head Contact under one of the above.



Rule	6.5	– Head	Contact

In Junior and Senior hockey, Officials can assess the 
appropriate penalty, examples, elbowing, roughing, high 
sticking, or at the discretion of the Referee based on the 
degree of violence of impact, a Minor and a Misconduct 
penalty, a Major and a Game Misconduct penalty for head 
contact or a Match Penalty.



Head contact, inserted new rule and rearranged the current 
order:

In Minor and Female, any player incurring three (3) head 
contact penalties that do not meet the criteria of a Major and 
Game Misconduct or a Match Penalty shall be assessed a 
Game Ejection.  Note: A Double Minor penalty assessed 
under Rule 6.5 c will be treated as one (1) penalty.

Rule	6.5	– Head	Contact



Three	and	you’re	out!

In	Minor	Hockey,	any	player	who	receives	three	(3)	head	
contact	penalties	in	a	game	will	receive	a	game	ejection.	

This applies to the number of infractions; for example, a double 
minor for head contact is one infraction. 

On the game sheet, the game ejection is to be treated in the same 
manner as three (3) stick infractions and noted as GE101. 



Make	the	Call!

Watch the following video and make the call!



Make	the	Call!



Make	the	Call!

Major and Game Misconduct or Match Penalty for 
Head Contact.



Penalty	Matrix



Rule	Clarification

Call Head Contact in place of other infractions when contact 
to the head, face or neck occurs.

Exception: Head contact that occurs between combatants 
during a fight is NOT penalized under the Head Contact rule.



Situation	#1

After the whistle, a player from Team A slashes the 
goaltender and then a player from Team B punches the Team 
A player in the head. SRD.

Ruling – Team A minor for slashing, Team B, double minor 
for head contact.



Situation	#2

A player gives an opponent a face-wash. SRD.

Ruling - double minor.



Situation	#3

A player goes to lift an opponent’s stick and it slides up the 
shaft making accidental contact over the shoulders. SRD.

Ruling – minor for head contact, not high sticking.  
If the Referee’s judgement was that it was not accidental, 
double minor.



Situation	#4

If a taller player checks a shorter player and makes contact 
over the shoulders. SRD.

Ruling – double minor, the onus is on the player delivering 
the check.



Situation	#5

Under the head contact rule, when would you assess a high 
sticking penalty?

If a player intimidates an opposing player or there is an 
attempt and no contact is made.



Situation	#6

A player targets an opposing player’s chest and on the follow 
through makes contact over the shoulders. SRD.

Ruling – minor for head contact unless the Official’s 
judgement is that he intentionally raised his gloves calling 
for a double minor.



Situation	#7

A goaltender brings up his blocker and shoves a player out 
of his crease making contact over the shoulders. SRD.

Ruling – double minor for head contact.



Situation	#8

A player gives an opponent a face-wash and is assessed a 
double minor.  When he leaves the area to be escorted off 
the ice he punches another player in the head area. SRD.

Ruling – four minors.



Situation	#9

In Novice hockey, two or three players all fall and one of the 
players falls on his opponent and head contact is made. SRD.

Ruling – no penalty.



Situation	#10

A3 shoots the puck and on the follow through his stick
contacts B6’s facial protector. SRD.

Ruling - Minor for head contact. If injury results, Major and
Game Misconduct.



Situation	#11

A3 delivers a firm body check to B6 who is a few feet off the
boards which results in B6’s head striking the glass. SRD.

Ruling - A Minor or Major and Game Misconduct for
boarding. The offending player did not make head contact.



Situation	#12

A3 is down on the ice on hands and knees, B6 moves to 
pursue the puck and his knee strikes A3’s head. SRD.

Ruling - Minor for head contact unless in the Referee’s 
judgement it was intentional, then a double minor.



Situation	#13

If a player cross-checks an opponent over the shoulders, 
assess a Major and Game Misconduct for head contact, not 
cross checking.


